
Serien Lighting
Annex Suspension LED clear opal

Version

Large

Medium

Farbtemperatur in Kelvin

2.700 extra blanc chaud

3.000 blanc chaud

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Allemagne

fabricant Serien Lighting

concepteur Uwe Fischer

protection IP20

Contenu de la livraison LED

matériel Le verre opale, verre, verre acrylique

réglage de la hauteur hauteur déterminée

atténuation
gradable avec variateur à coupure de phase
et à commande de phase

LED y compris

Indice de rendu des
couleurs

>97

canopée Dimensions ∅ 11 cm

remplacement des
ampoules :

sur le site meme

Description

This Serien Lighting Annex LED pendant lamp has a clear glass shade and a
reflector made of opal acrylic glass. It emits its light directly downwards and
evenly diffused into the room. Only a small part of the light is also emitted
upwards. The lamp is suspended from the ceiling with a chrome-plated steel
tube that can be shortened on site if necessary.

The Annex Ceiling LED is offered in two sizes: Medium with a total height of
114 cm and Large with 119 cm. In each size, this lamp is operated with an
integrated LED. Depending on the size, the integrated LED has a different
output. This lamp is available with a colour temperature of 2,700 Kelvin extra
warm white or 3,000 Kelvin warm white. As standard, the pendant lamp can
be dimmed on site with a trailing edge and / or leading edge phase dimmer.

On request, the Medium and Large versions are also available as DALI
dimmable versions. These require a 5-wire mains supply cable. In addition to
this pendant lamp, lamps with other reflectors from the Annex series are also
offered. These have a different light distribution.
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